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goiog tp do any thing." 
Preston went on to explain 

that by decertifying polity he 
would put the student activities 
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new student government was 

a~ssion implemented. This would 
effectively transfer the rlght to 
allocate funding to clubs and 
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attacked because they were related to a He highlighted the need for a national 
DavidHicks,Pro~rofAnthropoiogy non-goyernmental organization language to improve communication, as 15 

at Stony Brook since 1%8 and Associate diiinct tongues now spoken in the country. 
Provost, spoke Tuesday in the Javits Room Hedm pointed out the probfem ofamtinting 
of ~elvil le i.ibary. The lecture was entitled militia threats against East 'limor. 

Le ,  ; " A R ~  to~errorhx the united Nations 4lmusnds "It remains to be seen whether Tirnor 

re Iaunching into a dismisimraf 
wilt be subjected to a third wave of 

- terrorism,'" p i d  Hicks. 
the parallels between the recent events in nati~~al ef-esctiotra . D ~ M  ~ickss t t t~ed anthropology at the 
America and the unrest i s  Ti@r;%dks  Unive~ity of 0x;Fod where he earned his 
offered those in a&ndance a brief hi&oory Ph.D upon o~mpletion of nineteen months 
of the islami of ?"gn0rgnOrd of field reearch in East Timor. He has 

bc&id wrth ctfAi.rstr&, T i  is qsiwyd F&ZK& &wards 6om the National 
roughly thnx ti&$ fhe size of LangI&ad Scielloe Foundation, the Wenner-Gren 

Foundation for Anthropological Research, 
and tkre~merican phlbavc;phical ~~undatio!. 
Be dm served as a consultant in W w i a  
from 1940 to 1991 for the World Bank. 

Independence. In December of that yea, that said 'We d e  a good choice to vote',' - .. - t- - , .-, .. -. .--.- ., "... & 
I n d o n e  inv+ the tiny island. - Index g?*& Hicks did to ptect 

SBU Anthropology Prohssor David Hick8 In 1999, thq very first elee& were the people of East Tior." spoke about East Tlrnor on Tuesday. 
held in &st Timer* as part of a referendum 76% of ' the voters voted for 
orchestrated by the United Nations. hicks independen&, rejecting the a u t o a d  rule faced even greater challenges. 
was traveling in T i r  z& the time of the imposed by of Indonesia. The militia 
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'There were no teachers or health we 

vote and experienced 5 t ~ W d  the unrest abdicated its p i t i o n  in East Timor, but workerg noplumbers, noprofessi&sfany - 
and strife caused by the political battle destroyed as  much of the nation's kind," he explained.  armla land was 
against the militia. infrastructure as they could before leaving. desbyed. And I don't think people knew 

"I arrived at the climax of thid Workers from the UN anivd in January who or what they were voting for.." 
atrmsphere,"dedHicks. "The fatherand of 2000 to assist the citizens in building Although the UNis worEcing to support 
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Harvest Dinner and Indigenous Awareness 
BY ANJALI DOGRA 
Statesman Editor 

T h e  S t u d e n t  Organ iza t ion  - 
Crea t ing  Ind igenous  Awareness  
(SOCIA) will be holding the Second 
Annual Harvest Dinner today from 
6:00 t o  9 :00  p.m. a t  t he  P e a c e  
Center .  E lv i ra  Colo,rado of  t he  
American Indian community house, 
a renowned story-teller, playwright 
and community activist, will be the 
featured guest speaker at the dinner 
which will offer authentic Native 
American cuisine. 

Earlier this week, SOCIA also 
hosted a beading workshop during 
c a m p u s  l i f e t ime  a t  t he  s a m e  
location. Both of these events were 
in celebration of what SOCIA has 
des igna t ed  a s  Na t ive  Amer i can  
Heritage Week (NAHW) at Stony 
Brook. 

Although it is not recognized on 
the  c a m p u s  d ive r s i t y  ca l enda r ,  
November  i s  N a t i v e  Amer i can  

Heritage Month. This is why SOCIA communi ty  a w a r e  of  Nat ive  
decided to hold the NAHW at this ~ m e r i c a n  history and heri tage,"  
time. Members of the group hope Wallahora said. In addition to the 
this week's events will help not only events it has planned, SOCIA will 
to  promote awareness  of Native also be participating in the Spring 
American culture and history, but Art Festival. They will have a table 
also to prevent subsequent omissions exh ib i t i ng  Na t ive  Amer i can  
from the calendar and other campus literature, film, bead-work, pottery, 
materials. food and dress. 

"The club wants  to make the According to Wallahora, SOCIA 
campus community aware of the fact also served as  the catalyst in getting 
that there are Native Americans on Women 's  S t u d i e s  c o u r s e  3 9 6  
campus," Assistant to the Chair of established. This new course, which 
Women's Study and avid SOCIA will be taught by professor Hillary 
supporter, Colleen Wallahora, said. A q u i n o ,  i s  en t i t l ed  C h a n g i n g  
The organization, which celebrated A SOCIA preparing Women: American Indian Women's 
its first anniversary last month, is a tonight's Harvest Dinner. History, and is one of only a handful 
relatively young and small group at a u t h e n t i c  N a t i v e  of courses available that focus on 
SBU. American bead-w0rk and Native American history and culture. 

Despite this fact, the group is Pottery. is planning to "Native Americans are a group 
planning a number of events for the a O n  N a t i v e  that's often underrepresented, but 
coming semester. They have a day- American culture on April 18. t he  c u l t u r e  i s  very  r i ch  and  
tr ip to  the Mashantucket Pequot "The group has been very active interesting. I think it's important - 

Museum in Connecticut scheduled i n  to plan events to educate - A" --,,- ,,-,,,- 
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BNL Study on Nicotine Addic 
BY GENE TULMAN 
SVatesman Ed~tor 

A recent study conducted at the U.S. 
Department of Energy's Brookhaven 
National Laboratory (BNL) shows that a new 
drug named topiramate might have potential 
for the treatment of nicotine addiction in 
humans. The drug has been shown to block 
nicotine's effect on brain chemistry in rats. 

Nicotine, believed to elevate certain brain 
chemicals in the brain's, causing a pleasurable 
reaction, contributes to tobacco dependence 
because of its moderately addictive properties. 
Topiramare, a new anticonvulsant drug sold 
under the brand narneTopamax ", is currently 
used for the treatment of epilepsy. 

The drug can block some of the nicotine- 
triggered changes in the brain chemistry of 
rats. Since the human genome is very similar 
to that of the rat, BNLscientists are optimistic 
about the future applications of topiramate in 
treatment of nicotine dependency. 

"This treatment strategy uses a drug 
that simultaneocsly targets two different 
neurotransmitter pathways, thereby 
reducing the neurochemical activity 
believed to underlie nicotine addiction," 
said Wynne Schiffer, principal author of 

the study. only system involved," said BNL scientist 
BNL scientists have been studying the Stephen Dewey, a co-author on the study. 

brain chemistry of drug addiction f ~ r  over Schiffer, a graduate student in the SBU 
two decades, gathering and testing potential Department of Neurobiology, suggested 
pharmacological treatments for drug abuse. studying topiramate because of its theorized 
Dopamine, a brain chemical associated with control of the brain's reward system. The drug 
pleasure and reward, has been the target for is believed to act by reducingexcitatory inp; 

to the dopamine system and raising the 
C'll~CtSs)~Nf~~ activity of a dopamine inhibiting brain Qo chemical called GABA. 

1 f3C4("1 ()e l"K3 In this study, researchers injected the 

k13C (-3 l3 experimental group of rats with topiramate. 

Courtesy of www.bnl.gov The control group rats were injected with 
Topiramate, a drug used in brain =hemistay saline solution. The scientists followed these 
research, has potential for future treatment injections by givingbothgroupan acutedose 
of nicotine addiction. of nicotine, and measuring dopamine, 
previously studied chemical drugs. Drug norepinephrine, and serotonin levels in the 
induced increases in dopamine levels, widely rats' brains. 
believed to be the contributing conditions to Schiffer and Dewey recorded baseline 
drug addiction, have been the aim of drugs measurements for animals that were given 
that block such states. topiramate but no nicotine, as well as for rats 

BNL researchers now believe that that were pretreated with nicotinefor 14 days 
nicotine stimulated systems in the brain excite prior to the experiment. 
not only doparnine, but also several other Rats that received saline and then 
brain chemicals, such as norepinephrine and nicotine demonstrated significant increases 
serotonin. in all three brain chemicals. Animals that had 

"New theories about nicotine been previously "addicted" to nicotine 
dependence suggest that dopamine isn't the showed even greater increases in doparnine 

than those receiving the acute dose alone. 
This effect is expected in a human smoker 
who has a cigarette following a non- 
smoking period. 

Pretreatment with topiramate 
completely blocked nicotine induced 
increases in norepinephrine and dopamine, 
modulating the dopamine response in 
"addicted" rats. 

Topiramate, however, did not 
significantly modulate the effects of 
nicotine on serotonin. Showing a slight 
increase, serotonin was the only brain 
chemical affected by topiramate alone. 
Other studies have suggested that specific 
drugs that increase serotonin appear to 
reduce the incidence of smoking. 

Scientists propose that topiramate's 
unique treatment qualities are due to its 
ability to increase serotonin, while 
simultaneously controlling dopamine and 
norepinephrine levels in the brain. 

"Since the brain's dopamine and 
norepinephrine systems are closely linked, @ 

the ability bf topiramate to reduce increases 
in both nedrotransmitten suggests that this 
drug has potential for treating nicotine 4 
abuse," Schiffzr said. Y 

SBU Students Taught How to Care for Eartha F - 
BY REETI CHAWLA simultaneously get t ing a shot a t  Recycling and Resource Management. 
SVatesman Staff winning a prize. The Institute of Scrap This week's goal is to obtain 5,000 

.Officially, November 15 marks the Recycling Industries, Bell Atlantic, signatures. Also, the tables now have 
Fifth Annual America Recycles Day Chase-Pitkin, Eastman Kodak, and l3rochures available on subjects that 
national holiday, but the entire week o ther  industr ies  have donated range from motor oil  disposal, to 
will  be dedicated to encouraging Broadway and sporting events tickets. recycling. 
students to recycle. The University's America Recycles Day became a This week's response has been 
Department  of Recycl ing  and national holiday on Nov. 15, 1997. promising. According to Catherine 
Resource Management have set up Organizations such as  the National Brenner asophomore, it is time recycling 
tables in the SAC, Melville Library, Recycling Coalition, Environmental is addressed on campus. "It's so terrible 
Union, and Administration buildings Defense, and the Office of the Federal how we waste so much at the dining 
where students and faculty can sign Environmental Executive joined forces facilities," she said. "All we do is eat out 
petition cards. These stations will be to  .create a day that has inspired of disposable plates and cups." 
manned for the duration of the week. awareness about recycling and waste In addition, numerous dormitory 

By s igning  the pet i t ion card,  reduction. LEG'S have responded to concerns about 
students will be pledging support for NY PIbG has now joined forces recycling on campus. Cardozo College's 
campus  recyc l ing  whi le  with the University's Department of LEG runs its own recycling program. . * " . *". ... ~. . ~ s.. -.------. .- b.  - .. - -"* - *,&.. - - --, - . . b 

The students collect plastic cans from 
suites in the building and then take them 2 
to the local supermarket for recycling. 2 
Although, some students argue that this 
process is awkward. "It would be so 
much more convenient if we could just 
recycle on campus," said Cardozo LEG 
Treasurer Ruchi Dharia. 2 a 

The ultimate goal of America m 
Y Recycles Day, and the entire week, is 

to promote awareness about recycling $ 
on campus.  Brochures on  how 
students can cut down on waste will ,a 
also be distributed. Programs such as Z 
the one run by Cardozo LEG may also 
help encourage other dorms to follow 8 
suit. S 



STAC is loolcing for 
If you currently wear glasses or contacts, you ma 

of John Wittpenn, M.D. evaluating an investigational 
I 

facilitatorsltutors 

map, mat, cse, ams, phy, 
che, etc. must have 

reasonable availability 
during finals 
pay possible 

topical medication for pain relief following laser 
vision correction. 

This study is open to everyone above age 18 with 
nearsightedness or astigmatism. A free comprehen- 
sive eye evaluation will be provided to determine if 
you are a candidate for the study. Participation is 
limited to one eye and candidates will be reimbursed 
for their procedure. Reimbursement can include a 
free laser correction for the study eye. 

Participants inust also complete 5 post-operative visits 
and other restrictions apply. Discounts will be given 
on 2nd eye for qualifying candidates. These trials are 
limited. Please call 631-941-1400 to find out more 
about Laser Vision Correction and this clinical study. 

For more information contact: 
Dr. Wittpenn's office and ask for Cindy 

631-941-8400 
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About Ctaan (Zen) Master Sheng-yen: 2 
m - Keynote speaker at the Millennium World Peace Summtt at the United Nations in 2000 ds 
.? 
3 

4?2*F 
- Public dialogue on Buddhism with the Dalai Lama in 1998 3 " -. ,$> A - Author of more than 90 books on Chan Buddhism published in 13 languages 

3 'r' . - World renowned lecturer on Chan Buddhism and teacher of mare than 180 Chan Retreats 
4 - Founder of Dharma Drum Mountain Buddhist Foundation in Taiwan, Dharma Drum Retreat Center 
i and Chan Meditation Center in NY 

i Event Sponsors: 

i SUNY, Diversity Challenge Grant / Community Development Grant / Asian American Faculty Staff Association / 
International Services of the Graduate School / Asian American Center Bridge / Protestant Campus Ministry / 

I * 
! 

Chinese Student and Schofar Association / Taiwanese Student Assueiation / Buddhlsm Study & Practice Group 

1 
Long Island Multi Faith Forum, Peaceful Dwelling Project of East Hampton, Chinese AmerIc~n &sociat/on in Suft"oik county, 

Y Chan Meditation Center in Queens, NY (hffp://www.chancetner.org/) 
1 Contact Persons: Shu-Chiuan Chang (631)632-7982, Hai-Dee Lee (631)344-2062, JeVrey Kung (718)592-6593 
a STONY 
\ 

Stony Brook University is an affirmative action/equaI opportunity educator and employer. ~f you need a disability- BRab@K 
related accommodation, please call contact persons listed above. s~~~~ 1 1 6 s M u S J ~ p ~  l l l W v ~ K  

" 3  4 . F # , t i  8 ,  ., * I (  ' , 5 . 2  . 



Falun Gong Protests Human Rights Violations 
BY CHRIS~OPHER LK~HAM 
S t ; ~ t e s m e n  Edi tor  

The Stony Brook chapter of the 
Falun Gong spiritual movement held 
a special informational session outs'ide 
the SAC on Monday to raise awareness 
about the human rights violations that, 
its members claim, occur daily in 
China. - ... 

Zhi Li Li, who moved to Canada 
from China in 1994 ,  recent ly 
completed a week-long trek from her 
home in Montreal to New York City. 
A part icipant  in the Global  
Rescuewalk, Li marched on foot to 
gain support for those practitioners 
living under Communist rule in China. 

Li and her f r iends  said that  
although the Chinese government 
classifies Falun Gong as a dangerous 
religious cult, it is actually a peaceful 
spir i tual  movement  that  teaches  
personal improvement through body 
exercise and meditation. 

"Before Falun Gong  I was  
selfish," she said. "After practicing, 
eve rv th in~  I do is with thinking of u u 

other people first." 
Citing proof, Li explained that she 

has only visited a doctor once in the 
last five years, when she gave birth. 
She claimed that trip was only out of 
concern for the child. 

Chang Qiang, another follower 
who helped organized Monday's  
exhibition. also stressed the health 

"From the beginning this practice 
really relaxed my mind and body," he 
said.  "When relaxed, everything 
works better." 

Qiang said that the local SBU 
chapter meets on the Physics Lawn 
across from the Sports Complex every 
Saturday morning, from 9:30 a.m. to 
11:30 a.m., and that another group 

According to statistics released by 
Falun Gong supporters ,  294 
practitioners have been tortured to 
death, more than 1000 have been sent 
to mental institutions for psychiatric 
injections, more than 20,000 have been 
sent to labor camps, and more than 
100,000 have been indefinitely 
detained by authorities. 

meets  at Svosset-Woodburv Park Re~resen ta t i ves  of the United 

The Stony Brook University Chapter of Falun Gong practiced meditation 
exercises outside the Student Activities Center Monday. 

Sunday mornings at 8:30 a.m. Nations, and many of its member 
As  he set  up tables  with states, recognize Falun Gong as an 

informationpamphlets,Qiangdetailed oppres sed  g roup ,  and have  
the injustices Falun Gong followers questioned Chinese officials about 
accuse  China of committ ing.  the brutality reports pouring out of 
Unwarranted arrests ,  beat ings,  the country. The government there 
executions and disappearances topped has repeatedly denied claims of 

i nves t iga t ions ,  s o  a id  has been 
extremely limited. 

Fa lun  G o n g ,  a l s o  known  a s  
Falun Dafa, was introduced to China 
in 1992 by Li Hongzhi. In the nine 
years since Hongzhi began accepting 
adherents, the movement has spread 
to inore than 40 countries and gained 
more than 100  million fol lowers 
worldwide. 

Hongzhi fled China years ago for 
Queens,  New York. He has told 
reporters that he would be executed for 
treason-if he were to return home. 

Janet Xiong, a practitioner who 
also lives in Queens, attended SBU for 
graduate school nearly 1 3  years ago. 
She likened the Chinese actions to 
terrorism. 

"Innocent people are dying," she 
said. "It's a threat to the peace of the 
whole world." 

Xiong offered her take on why 
China has been so aggressive to the 
movement. 

"China i s  Communis t ,  and 
Communists are atheist," she said. 
"Anything spiritual they are against, 
because when people become spiritual 
they think for  themselves.  The  
government wants to control minds. 
It's totalitarian." 

For information on Falun Gong, 
visit www.faluninfo.net, or call1-888- 
842-4797. To learn more about local 
meditation groups, calll-631-444- 

advantages of meditation. his list. wrongdoing and has refused external 0836 or 1-516-909-4568. 

Modern Day S avery Po ity Senate Meeting 

On Tuesday night, Kevin Bales, a 
renowned sociologist gave a presentation 
entitled "Disposable People: New Slavery 
in the Global Economy." His talk 
highlighted the global epidemic in human 
trade that is invisible to Western society. 

There are more than 27 million people 
worldwide who are currently slaves, 
including, men, women, and children. 
Slaves today are bought and sold for less 
than those in colonial times. They are a 
surplus workforce which can be used for 
cheap labor and production and disposed 
of when no longer useful. 

There is slave trade in most countries 
around the world, including the United 
States, but few people are aware of its 
predicament. In an effort to end global 
slavery, Kevin Bales works with several 

rhat we  learn abou t  it ," S O C I A  
treasurer Alfred Larson said of his 
reason for  involvement  with the 
club. "Most people that join the club 
aren't native American. Everyone is 
welcome," Larson added. 

Larson echoed Wallahora's hopes that 
all of SOCIA's events, as well as NAHW 
and the Harvest Dinner in particular, will 
serve to promote a sense of community 

Pulitzer Prize nominee Kevin Bales. 

organizations to raise awareness about 
human trafficking, and to abolish 
industries that profit from unpaid labor. 

Dinner 
and educate the SBU population about 
Native American culture. 

"The dinner is a good learning 
experience that is both educational 
and a lot  of fun. It a lso brings 
together  s tudents  who might not 
otherwise speak to each other. It 
gives students more exposure to the 
Native American culture and each 
other," Wallahora said. 

meeting, and reiterated afterwards in an taken and how we can get back to doing 
exclusive with the Statesman that, should the business of Polity," said Preston. 
Polity be decertified, the appropriations Granv i l l e  and  Hodgson 
for clubs and activities would not be afterwards stated that they supported 
affected. Their budgets would be based the notion of having Co-Presidents 
upon past years' figures. until the Spring elections. 

Preston promised that if the Senate "My patience has run out trying to 
failed to resolve the Presidential issue he get Polity to -operate in a way that is 
would set into place a mechanism for proper,"~concluded Preston. "You can 5 
establishing a new representative look at thy history and find that I will " P government as seen fit by the student body. do what I have to do. This is not a = 

He did, however, leave the window threat. This is a promise. We have to  ,3 
open for some sort of compromise put our myopic vision second to the 

c! 



Editorial 
Jadakiss is Missing in Action 

Stony Brook had another major concert last Friday. 
Sort of. World renowned DJ, Funkmaster Flex, and hip- 
hop star, Jadakiss, were scheduled to perform. 
Unfortunately, only Funkrnaster Hex showed up. 

A room full of pumped up college students spent the 
better part of three hours waiting for Jadakiss, only to hear 
that his bus was caught in traffic and would not be able to 
make it on time. Needless to say, people were not happy 
Thankfully, Funkrnaster had the foresight to refuse his 
Polity check and spin extra tracks. It was a weak recovery, 
but an admirable attempt deserving of appreciation. 

But, back to Jadakiss. Were we experiencing a 
remotely normal year that would have been among the 
flimsiest excuses imaginable. Sadly, these are far from 
normal times. As it turns out, Jadakiss has been reluctant 
to use airplanes ever since the Sept. 11 attacks. 

~iventhc tragedy of night 587,which recently m h e d  
into a suburb& Queens neighborhood and killed more than 
260 people, one can't exactly blame him for his 
apprehension. 

Sure, we could easily dismiss the claim that Jadakiss 
even stepped foot on a bus headed to Stony Brook (how 
much traffic is there on the back-roads of Long Island in 
the middle of the night?), but events dictate that we give 
him the benefit of the doubt. 

Instead of blaming the artist for sloth and selfishness, 
perhaps it would be better to invite him back next semester. 
After all, Stony Brook isn't exactly swimming in superstar 
events, and any reason to stay on campus Friday night is a 
welcome one. 

So Jadakiss, if you're up for it, how about another 
round? We're waiting. 

Letters to the ~d i tor  
Preservation of American Society 

Dear America: 
Military Commissions may be appropriate in 

a time of war. However, in the current crisis, I 
fear America is giving up its democratic ideals. 
At the very least, these tribunals ought to be 
drawn up and regulated by Congress, pending 
approval of the Supreme Court, not by executive 
decree from a president elected by a minority. I 

- hope that Congress will soon step up to its 

responsibility to lead the nation and preserve 
American democracy in this time of crisis. The 
executive branch has chosen to exploit popular 
ignorance and to push through foreign and 
domestic policies irrelevant to the problems at 
hand. I have faith that Congress and the American 
people will wake up and preserve American 
democracy. Thank you. Sincerely, 

Spencer D. Segalla 

Writing About Phi osophy 
Dear Editor: 

I am a first-year Ph.D. student in Philosophy here at 
Stony Brook, and until a few minutes ago had never picked 
up the school paper. A friend just happened to show me 
an article from the November 5th issue of your publication, 
entitled "On Truth: "From Values, We Form Goals", by 
Freddy Davis. I was rather remarkably distressed by what 
I read. I will quote the first sentence of this article, that I 
may discuss it specifically: 

"As values emerge out of this perspective meaning 
of the world that comes out of a personal interaction with 
such world this subjectively developed worth that comes 
about as a sense of utility or importance to the meaning 
leads to an evolution of goals". 

Even allowing for common typographical mishaps, 
I do not think that there is any way that this sentence can 
be taken to mean anything at all. I will take the subject of 
the sentence to be "perspective meaning of the world"- 
as that which values will emerge out of - however I am 
unsure just what this sort of meaning would be. A world 
could, perhaps, have a perspectival meaning: i.e. one that 
is based upon one's particular perspective upon or within 
that worid. Davis them goes on to say that this meaning 
"comes out of a personal interaction with such world...", 
however he neglects to finish the metaphor begurr with 
'such9. While he docs use 'as9 later in this sentence (though 
1 use that tern vemy Booscly, for this is only a sentence 
insofar as it ends with a period), it is not, sadly, in ordcr to 
finish the clause begun with 'such'. Though H could 
contillud to point out inmhe~s'racies in this sei Lena. 3-9 

well as the re5t d r h s  a'cde. I wiil slip[ ose that you a n ,  
at this p i n t ,  get my drift. Davis9 article, though it uses a 
number of very intelligealt-ag~at7131~1~ lesms, s ~ y s  nofliing 
at all. Each of ihe words, of cousse, has ca pditicular 
meaning; sadly the amalgamation of thcm is mmp2etely 
arncariirngless, 

E understand the vaEue of a skident iiewbpapr as a 
toruna f o ~  the expressioq of diverse paradigms, and 
a;~iliii:l y do 110t  wish lo step na; niiyidnc': - i ie~~, / z~  "oii/eve~ 

it d o ~ s  uct :,eem aiioo ii;ucla io t!lcse vte,\ji//r, be 
eq'resseo i t t  a cakier %,fir, grainrn,~tic:~tEy corlecl manna. 
'JhiEe E by W.I means ciail-ti that i n q ~  "i~lilang is alwclys 
pr:rir~tiy asn asmrck with the rules oi'g~dmmai, it is ai;\:a j s  r 

at least comprehensible. The Statesman is, by virtue of 
being written and edited by Stony Brook students, 
representative of the Stony Brook community as a whole. 
By allowing the publication of such illiterate, incoherent 
ramblings as those of Mr. Davis in this article, the Statesman 
is giving a bad name to everyone associated with Stony 
Brook. 

It is the duty of the editorial staff of any newspaper, 
journal, or other form of mass-media to look closely at that 
which they publish - they are ultimately responsible for 
it. While I can understand a tendency to assume that an 
inability to understand a written work is a failing of the 
reader, there are cases where this is obviously not the case. 
You, as editor of this paper, must be sure not to conflate 
obscurity with depth, and demand that submissions at least 
adhere to the general grammatical guidelines of the 
language. 

Very 'Fruly Yours, 
Nikolas A. Levenberg 
Beparpent of Philosophy 
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On Truth: Adamdnistrative 
Where Does Fulfillment Lie? % Spotlight: 

BY FREDDY DAVIS by the rationalization of some passion, 
Warren Wartell 

St,~te\rn.~n st.~ff some indeterminate feeling we have that By I(ANHAI 

must be true and in turn stake all our faith statesmdn std@ 
Meaning emerges out of the in. This initial truth is how we in turn set 

valuation of the world, in turn, making up the rest of our world so that it is upon Greg: What is your job title on campus? 
the infinitude finite so that it can be passion that we rest this grounding to our Warren: Associate Director of Human 
understood. This distinguishing to world. For we are born into the world Resourcesand Marketing. I am inchargeof 
approach understanding has its stake in and from these necessary steps of growth all the human resources for the FSA. 
the subjective view in the fulfillment of and development we in turn develop a Greg: Exactly what is the description of 
the individual. sense desires, a set of passions that come the job and what are your duties on a daily 

Fulfillment comes about in an e about in a need for security, a sense of basis? 
to achieve the innermost drives of the belonging. If we take the time to look Warren: Labor relations, training, 
individual. We know fulfillment as the within our self to find out how these development, and I also attend to personal 

6" achieving of satisfaction with our desires that have been labeled irrational training of students. I feel it is important to 
existence in the time that we have here. actually come from, we would see they relate to people on a olie to one basis 
This satisfaction though seems to only are from a longing, this need for security. especially at such a large institution. If 
be in hindsight looking back upon the It is then from'this need for this security everyone one else would try to make every 
future and not being ashamed of it. that we want that we see how this anger experience a personal one, it would make 
Another view of fulfillment emerges towards others or love for another thingsbetter for all of us. 
when one has evaluated their position in Fulfillment is a subjective develops out of a threat to our perceived Greg: Youhavebeeninvolvedwithmany 
life and has set the goals to their existence achievement Of drives security or as a chance for a greater professional areas as a consultant and 
accordingly and now in turn strives for is this position of fulfillment is this position of security respectively. This is othenvise,whatexperiencesin your younger 
that achievement only seeing this satisfaction with life, it is something that where fulfillment lies, in the achieving lifegave you theconfidenceand motivation? 
possible if it is accomplished. Even here, comes about by an actualization of life of this security and extinguishing of these Warren: My entrepreneurial backgroundwas 
fulfillment lies always beyond one's through action in it, an action that, we insecurities that seem to threaten our started in my late teens. Starting so young, 
current state, either it is a satisfaction will come to see, is by an underlying stance. being forced into the role, emboldened me. I 
with the past or a possible outcome of a desire. One claims they lead a fulfilled life believe it was my precocity and curiosity that 
future, but true fulfillment is not a We have determined that the goals when the threat that death poses to ending lead me to an entrepreneurial role. One 
measure of the past or future but of the we set up are by a valuation of how we his or her existence is no longer a fear summer, I got ajob at a labor agency where I 
present. Fulfillment lies always in the see the world and these valuations come and they in turn feel that they secured was hired for a shoe store. I was working 
present, for only in a present time can it  about by an understanding of a subjective their keep in life by the actions they have with otherguyscleaning the sub-basements. 

% "  

truly be felt or achieved. For what really meaning of it. This meaning is developed left behind. 
" -  - CoGinued on page 9 " 
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Two years ago we made an impression, Last year we made an impact. 
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iday Season Brings Great Movies 

Cekebratina Our 10 Year Anniversary 

1 

*New Executive Level Floor *New Private Jacuzzi Rooms *Fitness Room 
.Meeting Rooms *Nan-smoking Floors "official Hotel of 
*Closest Hotel to SUNY *Handicapped Accessible Rooms SUNY storev ~~~~k 

"Inn Keeping With The TimegM" 
TEL (631)471-8000 

31 31 Nesconset Highway or l-aoo-noLlonv 
FAX (631)471-8623 

* SERVERS BARTENDERS 
0 BUSSERS COOKS - LINE G. PREP 

HOST PEOPLE a DISHWASHERSRITILIn 

Wc olfer you 

Great Pay 401 (k) Retirement Plan 
Paid Vacations 0 Advancement 
Health Insurance Opportunities 
Comprehensive Flexible Schedules 
Training Programs 

Apply in person between 9:QQ am - 6:00 pm at 
Pizzeria Vno, 2950 Middle Country Road, 

Smithtom, IYY 

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer 



Holiday 
Movie Preview 

a dramatic title shot as the boxing 
legend. "Ali" focuses heavily on the 
boxer 's  personal  and political 
s t ruggles  from 1964  to  1974.  
However, rumors have surfaced that 
the film promises some mind-blowing 
action in the ring. 

"The Majestic" is Jim Carrey's 
latest hope to avoid another Oscar 
snub. He portrays a blacklisted, 
amnesiac screenwriter in the 1950s. 

"Vanilla Sky," a fractured tale of 
manhood from the "Jerry Maguire" 

Stiller takes a comedic look at a 
family of brilliant failures. 

Indeed, virtually any movie could 
simply get lost in the shuffle in a season 
that boasts "Harry Potter." Ifmoviegoers 
love it so much that they go back to see it 
again and again, the film could even 
dethrone "Titanic" as the highest grossing 
movie of all time. 

To satisfy the meticulous "Hany Potter" 
legions, director Columbus wisely pushed the 
movie to 2 112 hours, unusually long for a 
family film. That way, Columbus notes, he 
could preserve as much of the novel on screen 
as possible. 

Faculty Interview 
from job to job and school to career. It is 
important to have the skills for alternative 

and taught me the strategies behind opening careers and adaptability in experience is 
a new operation. That was an enlightening very important. In terms of activities, we 
experience. are working on increasing the number of 
Greg: What are the different activities you concerts and also building on tradition- 
are involved in? building activities. Another system I 
Warren: I am on the Concerts Committee. I would like to see on campus is mentoring. 
am involved in lotsof activities because I Like One to one or many to one guidance. 
to make things happen and there are so many Greg: In one sentence, what would you 
activities that the university is involved in. I like to tell the students on campus? 
also have responsibilities in all parts of the Warren: Network with faculty, students, 
campus so I get to know a lot of people. ' and staff. Youget an understanding of people 
Greg: What would you like to see and having them assist you in whatever 
implemented on campus to improve it? your goals are. The other thing is to 
Warren: I would like toseemoreofafocused understand the different resources on 
school to career transition. Helping students campus so that you can employ them to 
develop more competencies in transfemng your benefit. 

team of Tom Cruise and Cameron "Fans, myself being one, are so obsessive 
Crowe. The film co-stars Cameron about every page of the book. If I had my 
Diaz, as  well as  Cruise's real-life way, I would have shot a 6 112-hour film," 
girlfriend, Penelope Cruz. Columbus said. "Unfortunately, in reality, 

"The  Roy a 1 Ten  e n b a u m s , " we did need to condense certain things and 
featuring Gene Hackman, Angelica drop certain things. But most of the major 
Huston, Gwyneth Paltrow and Ben scenes remain intact." 

-Seeking volunteers for new 
OSTEOPOROSIS 

M U G  STUDY 
$500 up@n comglstion of trial 

(athewise prcrated) 
research tala! bging conducted 

NORTHPORT 

2 Blocks South of LIRR Northport- 
Train Station 

Visit us at: www.northportcare.com TIM-CREF lndw~d~al  and lnst~tutlonal S e ~ r e s ,  Inc and Teachers Personal Investors S e ~ c e s ,  Inc d~strlbule secur~t~e$ products For more complele lnformallon on our ~eculltles 
products, call 1800  M2-2776, ext 5509, lor prospectuses Read them carelully before you ~nvesl Teachers Insurance and AnnultyI\sroclatlon (TIM), New York, NY and 
T l M  CREF l ~ l e  lnsurallce Co , New York, NY issue Insurance and annult~es TIM-CREF Trust Company, FSB p l ~ v l d e ~ t ~ ~ t  se~lces lnwsbneni produck a m  no1 FDIC imumd, 
may lorevalw and a m  not bank ganntaed. O 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annu~ty Asroc~al~on-College Retlremenl Equltles Fund (TIM CREF), New York, NY 08/20 
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The Department of 

at Stony Brook is pleased to 
announce that we are now able 

to provide general eye care 
examinations, including 

prescriptions for g asses iimd 
contad lenses. 

I Call today to schedule an 
appointment with 

I Dr. Kwon, 4-4993. 
I Ask about our Student Discount Program. 



=- Not Your Typical Globetrotters Team. 
played, turnover-filled first half. were not awe-struck by Globetrotters' 

>"I  wish we could have done play in the first half, but the lapse in 

m some funny things out  there," the second half may be httributed to a 
Globetrotters coach Tex Harrison lack of experience by a young program 
told Newsday. "But our objective is who lost six seniors last season. 
to play good basketball and allow "What am I going to say?" 
these kids'to exhibit their skills and Marcarchuk said. "We had four 
.not be embarrassed. "Plus, beating sophomores and a freshman out there." 
the Harlem Globetrotters is  like SBU was also without guard 
shooting Santa Claus. Nobody wants LarrpJennings who Street & Smith's i that." College Basketball selected as the 

The Seawolves  played a top newcomer in the American East. 

[ . competitive first half and went into He was benched because of a broken 
- the locker room traij$ng by six, 37- left foot. 

31. But they left their intensity in the Sophomore Jairus McCollum 
locker room and the Globetrotters was not wait ing around to get  
raised their play to another level autographs when the whistle blew to 

the Globetrotter's limited antics. He 
engaged in a short battle with former 
New Jersey Net Chris Morris. 

M-arris won the war. 
"I got crossed over," McCollum. 

said with a playful smile. "I fell. I 
don't want to talk about it." 

Although the Globetrotters did 
not perform a basketball circus act, 
spectators fille'd the nearby Pritchard 
Gym where SBU and the' 
Globetrotters signed autograph's. 

These definitely weren't the 
same guys," McCollum said. "No 
tricks. No antics. No buckets filled 
with confetti. But people dok't know 
they have a team that lays it on a 

opening the second half with a 21-6 open the game. His aggression college team twice a week.'? 
translated into a double-double. He SBU opens  thei r  col legia te  

Jairus McCollum led the Seawolves with "In the second half we didn't turned in 15 points and 10 rebounds. campaign against  St .  John's a t  
15 Points and 10 rebounds against the play as hard for whatever the reasons ' all on Nov. 17. 
Globetrotters. are," Marcarchuk said. "All of a 
BY CHRISTOPHER HUNT 
Sl;ttehman Wltor 

sudden the Globetrotters played the 
same or maybe played a little bit 

The Harlem Globetrotters left the harder and we were just left in the 
jokes, fancy dribbling and high-flying dust.'' 
dunks at home and brought a serious Marcarchuk and the players were 
game to the Indoor Sports Complex as not discouraged by the loss. They 
they trounced Stony Brook University understood that they played against 

NBA-caliber players. 
"To some degree, I wish it were The Globetrotters own 20,647 

beating the Globetrotters," guard D.J I 
rsmayhaveexpected Munir  sa id .  "It was  more just  

nerals. What they saw was a tightly 

Stony Brook Ice Hockey Breaks Even, Loses Captain 
BY CHARLES CLIFFORD than five minutes left in regulation 
Statewnan Staff 

two minutes in for the victory. 

Anthony Fronzoni and Joe Savan "There are a few things that we 

College. 3 6  saves  and put forth an  added a goal. Both of Fronzoni's feel like we are playing our best 

toup'. team from Scranton, to whom heartbreaking loss. 
they lost 5-4 in overtime. At one The loss was hard for the team came less then a minute apart. 
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